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2IIAJ9TER I

DE3SCRIPTO1C OF Ti-' 2TUDY

The problem

An important and unanding responsibility of the rausic

teacher is the competent evaluation of available basic text-

series. It seems obvious that before any text-series, or

any single book, is adopted for use in the public school

music classes, a process of assessing the available series

or single voluraes should precede the final decision and pur-

chase. Since a thorough search in music education literature

has failed to reveal any set of formal rules of analysis, the

writer has thought it possible to use those general principles

recommended by two authoritative sources, The Psychology of

School Music Teac by Mursell and Glenn, and Music in the

Grade Schools by Gehrkens 2 in collaboration with personal ideas

obtained from professional study of music teaching and ex-

perience as a music teacher.

Mursell and Glenn3 state that there is no ideal textbook

on the market, but the fact that no publication measures up

to all possible standards should not oe reason for its

1 James L. Mursell and Mabelle Glenn, The Psychology of
School Ausic Teaching.

2Karl Wilson Gehrkens, Music in the Grade School.

3Mursell and Glenn, p2. ei t., p. 344.
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rejection. They say further that the actual decision to

introduce a book depends upon the procedures and educational

ideas of the teacher.4 The problem that confronted the writer

in a desire to evaluate two basic text-series and to attempt

an objective analysis of the content with view to Iuture use

by those who might be interested in using this technique, had

so many ramifications that the question of what to look for

in a textbook or series for school music seemed to include

every aspect of music education, both immediate and remote.

The Scope and Limits of the Study

It was decided for the purpose of this present study to

limit the problem to two questions: (1) What are the actual

procesSes uT 1hich a music teacher can evaluate a text series?

(2) From the technique used, which appears to be the better

of two popular basic text-series? Thus it can be seen that

the study is limited to a single technique of evaluation and

has to do only with the texts. The manuals and other parts

of the series are not included.

The Source of the Data

It is the opinion of the Department of Music at the

North Texas State Teachers College that The Music Hour and

The World of Music are representative text-series available

for use in the elementary grades of the public schools. For

this reason, these text-series were selected for use in this

study.

I1bid.
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The Music Hour5 is comprised of Book One (second grade),

Book Two (third grade), Book Three (fourth grade), Book Four

(fifth grade), and Book Five (sixth grade). The World of

Music includes Tuning _R (second grade), Rhythms and Rimes

(third grade), Songs of M Lands (fourth grade ), Blend ing

Voices (fifth grade), and Tunes and Harmonies (sixth grade).

The data were obtained (1) from a sampling analysis of

songs in each book, according to criteria set up and stand-

ardized by the writer, (2) from an analysis of each book as

a representative unit in each series using another criteria,

and (3) from an analysis of the series as a whole, using

still another criteria.

History and Background of the Sources

The evolution of the two basic text-series may be traced

back to the close of the Civil War, at which time three issues

were apparent: (1) School music must equal or excel the sing-

ing school. (2) It must teach not a selected few, as did the

singing school, but all the children, and those to De taught

were not adults. (3) It must create metiaods for teaching the

primary grades, heretofore not considered.7

The man whose genius made all this possible was Luther

Whiting Mason, whose National Music Course, published in1870,

5Osbourne McConathy and others, The Music Hour.

6Mabelle Glenn and others, The World of Music.

7Edward Bailey Birge, History of Public School Music,
p. 82.
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dominated school music for more than a decade. This basic

text-series possessed plans of organization, methods of

approach, and an appeal to children, which not only took the

place of the singing school methods and materials, but also

remains to this day a practical source of study for teachers

of public school music. 8

Mason gave the schools the first organized system of

methods under the elementary school system, and with them a

series of songs which became familiar to a generation of

pupils; but by 1880, sharp criticism began to be directed

against school music. The private music teachers said the

children did not know their keys and signatures and that they

could not read music. The parents and grandparents who re-

membered the singing school said much the same thing, and even

the school music teachers themselves were dissatisfied with

the results. The general burden of criticism was that the

children were not being taught to read music. The inexo-

rable result of all this unfavorable comment was that for the

next twenty years all the efforts of the music teachers were

directed toward getting the children to read the printed

music page. The efforts which were put forth to accomplish

this varied from the sublime to the ridiculous, but they were

all serious and sincere, and some of them were extremely suc-

cessful. The reason for lack of success was two-fold: the

8Ibid., p. 86.
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singing a-chool teachers were passing, with no one to take their

places, anc the grade teachers were beginning to be asked to

take on the teaching of music as part of their daily routine.

The leading music teachers of the period tried to meet the

situation by publishing series of music books designed to

teach the teachers as well as the children. The most note-

worthy of these was probably the Normal Music Course, edited

by Hosea E. Holt and John W. Tufts. The books were excellent

from the point of view of logical step-by-step arrangement.

They were popular with the teachers ana were widely used. So

also was the Natural Music Course, edited by Frederick Ripley

and Thomas Tapper. The Normal Music Course books presented

every possible arrangement of scale interval in the form of

exercises and songs, and designated time by the French time

names. The Normal Music Course books began tone study at the

top of the scale, and for time study used a rhythm building

scheme, tying small time units together to make larger ones;

for example, two eighths to make a quarter, three quarters to

make a dotted half, et cetera. Luther Whiting Mason edited

revisions ana enlargements of the National Music Course and

was co-editor in other courses. Francis E. Howard, of Bridge-

port, Connecticut, edited the Novello Course, and Benjamin

Jepson, of New Haven, edited the Standard Course. In fact

every publisher brought out sets of music books to meet the

feverish demand for sight-reading material. The onslaught

upon the printed page during this period amounted to a crusade,
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sustained for a long time with perseverance and faith. It

could not be possible that all this ardent study of music

reading would be barren of results, and it was not.9

After Dither Whiting Mason, the most striking figure of

this period was that of Sterrie A. Weaver, of Westfield,

Massachusetts, a born leader and a man of keenest pedagogical

insight. His acumen showed him that in group music reading,

upon which all the efforts of this period were centered, only

a few children, the leaders, were really reading. He, there-

fore, abandoned the group routine and made the individual

child the unit of his system of teaching, and in 1903, at the

National Educators Association meeting in Boston, he achieved

with an eighth-grade class, the most outstanding demonstration

of sight reading ever given by children. This might be called

the climax of the sight reading movement in American schools.

It had at last been proved that practically every normal child

could learn to read music individually. The generation which

in 1880 had set out to achieve this end, now had the certain

knowledge that it could be done, and they began to turn to

other aspects of school music which were pressing for atten-

tion.10

During the nineties there was a certain reaction against

the emphasis upon music reading. This feeling was given con-

crete expression by the work of William L. Tomlins, director

9 Ibid., pp. 98-122.
10 Ibid., p. 124.
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of the Apollo Club of Chicago, who became interested in the

artistic possibilities of the singing of children. In 1893,

at the Columbian Exposition in Chicago, a group of' fifteen

hundred children gave a concert under his direction. Probably

never before had a similar group sung with such thrilling

effect. Its influence spreaa rapidly through the Miaale West,

carried by teachers taught by Tomlins. Singing for tne sake

of singing began to make headway against reading for the sake

of reading. The whole educational world was turning in a new

direction, toward what was known as child study, an outcome of

influences set in motion by G. Stanley Hall, John Dewey, and

others, with the result that the child rather than the curric-

ulum became the center of attention. As educational philoso-

phy, this became known as the New Education, and its first

organized expression in music was furnished by the Modern Music

Course, edited by Eleanor Smith, assisted by Robert Forseman.

Displacing other music material, for several years the Modern

Music Course became the standard music material throughout the

Middle West. The song material was of a very high quality,

appealing to children, and singing for pleasure became a chief

characteristic of the music lesson. The so-called song method

of teaching reading, exemplified in this series of books, was

easily grasped by some teachers, and not at all understood by

others who were trained in the old scale approach. The terms

scalers and songers became familiar designations for the old

and new points of view. As usual both viewpoints contained
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some truth, and song analysis, scale, and synthesis gradually

came to live together in the music series of the present time.

Table 1 shows the cycle of appearance of the predecessors

of the two text-series used in this present study. It should

be remembered that other publishers were bringing out basic

text-series at the same time, among them being The American

Book Company, C. H. Congdon, H. W. Gray, and. D. C. Heath.

TABLE 1

THE CYCLE OF APPEARANCE OF THE PREDECESSORS OF
THE MUSIC HOUR AND THE WORLD OF MUSIC SERIES*

Year Course Publisher

1870 National Music Course Ginn
1883 Normal Music Course Silver Burdett
1885 New National Music Course Ginn
1886 Mason Music Course Ginn
1892 Cecilian Series Silver Burdett
1898 Modern Music Series Silver Burdett
1903 New Educational Music Course Ginn
1910 New Normal Music Course Silver Burdett
1914 Progressive Music Series Silver Burdett
1923 Music Education Series Ginn
1927 The Music Hour Silver Burdett
1936 The World of Music Ginn

*Source:: Edward Bailey Birge, History of Public School Music.

The writer should like to say parenthetically that there

is something to be recognized in Table 1 other than the infor-

mation it reveals in direct bearing upon the present study. In

the sixty-six years of publishing, these two companies, Silver

1 1 Ibid., pp. 145-155.
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Burdett and Company and Ginn ana Company, have produced the

bulk of the educational music materials in basic text-series.

Certainly they each have a tradition and a heritage that makes

for understanding the keen competitive interests the two

companies manifest in music education today.

Development of the Series

Silver Burdett and Company.--In 1885, Silver Burdett and

Company, publishers of The Music Hour, was founded in Boston,

at 50 Bromfield Street, by Edgar 0. Silver. Branches were

opened soon afterwards in New York, Chicago, and San Francisco.

In July, 1922, the home office was transferred from Boston to

Newark, New Jersey, as a more central location.

The second series of graded song books issued in the

United States was The Normal Music Course, compiled by John W.

Tufts and H. E. Holt. This was originally published by

D. Appleton and Company in 1883. The publishing rights for this

course were secured in 1885 by Silver Burdett and Company who

started business with this and the Ward Rational Method of

Reading. Holt was a pupil of Lowell Mason, and assisted him

as one of the teachers in Boston from 1869 to 1898. Tufts

edited and composed the music for the various books. He was

the first to use pictures illustrating the text.12

The National Music Course had demonstrated that all

children could sing. The Normal Music Course was designed

to serve a double purpose of providing plenty of exercises

19Ibid., p. 130.
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and songs graded so tnat the grade teacher could conduct the

music lesson, and of covering every problem so thoroughly that

the children would be compelled to read music.13

The basis of the method was the teaching of the major

scale as a melody from which all the intervals were developed.

Both tonal and rhythmic dictation were emphasized, and in

dictation, much use was made of the modulator, charts, and

five fingers to represent the staff. "Ta, te, ti" note names

were used to designate the length of the notes, as rhythm was

taught by the watching of a swinging pendulum instead of by

the beating of time. The double process involved for the

children, of thinking of pitch and "ta, te, ti" note names at

the same time, was probably the reason children could not

read music easily after mastering the tonal and rhythmic prob-

lems.1 4

The series consisted of first, second and introductory

third readers for soprano and alto voices, two third readers,

one for changed voices, and the other for unchanged voices,

drill charts of exercises and songs for elementary grades in

nine keys, a high school book, and a teachers manual. The

harmony of the two and three-part music was contrapuntal,

being the result of different melodies written one below the

other.15

13Ibid., pp. 98-108.

1 4 Ibid.

1 5Ibid., pp. 109-139.
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The Cecilian Series of Study and Son& by John W. Tufts

was published in 1892 as supplementary school music. There

were four books in the complete series for the eight grades,

each being divided into exercises and songs, a one-book

Common School Course, and the Euterpean, Polyhymnia and

Avedean collection for high schools and choral societies.16

In 1898 the Modern Music Series was published by Scott,

Foresman and Company, and the publishing rights for tais were

acquired by Silver Burdett and Company in 1901. This graded

series was the joint product of Robert Foresman, who planned

the books and determined the governing psychology, and Eleanor

Smith, who, as editor, examined all the material, translated

many of the verses, and wrote many of the songs. This series

consisted of a primer with rote songs, a first book intro-

ductory to two-part singing, a second reader of graded unison

and two-part songs, a third book in two parts, one for changed

and the other for unchanged voices, of songs by notable com-

posers with three-part singing prominent, and a fourth book

for high schools. In addition there were a complete one-book

course, five supplementary books of songs, and teachers,

manuals. The arrangements were varied and special attention

was paid to boys' voices. This course was another step forward

in music education because it pioneered in sponsoring the idea

of teaching music reading through singing only songs of the

highest quality. The material included folk songs, typical

16Ibid., pp. 115-117.
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songs of the important music epochs, and selections from the

classical masters and good modern writers. The rote songs

were of two types, those directly related to the studies and

the sight reading exercises given below them in rhythmic and

tonal form, and those not directly related, but to be studies

for these two points. This series soon became very popular,

especially in the Middle Western states, because the songs

were joyous and bouyant and accorded with the new ideas of

the child study movement.1 7

The New Normal Music Course by Tufts and Holt appeared

in 1910. This was a revision of their earlier series.18

The Childts First Studies in Music and two books of

graded songs by Samuel W. Cole were published the same year.1 9

The Progressive Series, published in 1914 with Horatio

William Parker, Osbourne McConathy, W. Otto Miessner, and

Edward Bailey Birge as editors, was the next important set of

graded textbooks published by Silver Burdett and Company in

the progression toward The Music Hour. The basic idea of this

series was the song method, and in general it followed the

principles of The Modern Music Course. It contained a sug-

gested weekly program for the aid of the grade teachers. It

was the first course to use many selections of moaern com-

posers, some compositions being written especially for the

1 7 Ibid., pp. 155-156.

18 Ibid., pp. 109-139.
19Ibid.
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series. This series consists of four books for the eight

grades, three teachers manuals with accompaniments and addi-

tional rote songs, and a primary song book for sight reading.

The latest vocal graded series, The Music Hour, appeared in

1927.20

Ginn and Company.--This firm was established in 1867 by

Edwin Ginn for the publication of educational textbooks of

all kinds. The main offices are now located at 15 Ashburton

Place, Boston. The publishing plant, called the Athenaeum

Press, is at 215 First Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

The first graded series of school music books issued in

the United States was the National Music Course compiled by

Luther Whiting Mason and published by Ginn and Company in

1870. The sale of these books contributed largely to the

business success of this company, which was only three years

old at that time. The need for graded material and a well

organized method was so well met by this course that its use

in the United States became practically universal. It was

also the prototype of all the many methods which followed it.

Moreover, its influence was international, as a translation of

this course was published in Leipzig and used in German schools;

and tne method was adopted by the Japanese Government for use

in the schools of that country following a three years' sojourn

there by Lowell Mason as a government supervisor. The course

consisted of four pupils' books, a teacher's manual, and charts..

20Ibid.,.pp. 155-171.
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The song material was largely German and harmonic with its

prevailing use of thirds and sixths in two-part songs. Mason

used tne tonic sol-fa modulator and Galin-Paris-Cheve notation,

a modification of the tonic sol-fa, which used numbers instead

of syllables as a temporary step preceding study of the staff.

Its basic principle was the revival of the movable "Do." The

second book, which was for intermediate use, developed music

reading through a study in the key of C of the scale, common

intervals, simple rhythms, and two-part singing. Then other

keys were studied. In basing the start of music reading on

rote songs, Mason was the first advocate of the song method

of teaching.21

In 1885, Ginn and Company published The New National Music

Course, a revision by W. W. Mason of the National Music Course.

In 1896 this firm published, as the result of its summer school

at Turner Center, Maine, The Mason Music Course, designed

especially for rural schools. This course was distinctive in

that it had only two textbooks and a manual for teachers which

gave instructions and directions and included accompaniments

to the songs of the textbooks.2 2

The next series of Ginn and Company, The New Educational

Music Course, by James McLaughlin, George A. Veazie, and W. W.

Gilchrist, was issued from 1903 to 1906. It consisted of two

primers, five readers, introductory and primary sight singing

melodies covering the first nine grades, and two teachers'

21Ibid., pp. 98-108. 22Ibid., pp. 132-133.
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manuals, one for the elementary and the other for higher

grades. Later two more books were added, the Intermediate

Song Reader for fifth and sixth grades, and the Junior Sg and

Chorus Book for junior high schools. In line with the aavance

in school music objectives the underlying principles of these

books were to develop the child in the four essentials of

music education: good musicianship, voice training, sight

singing, and musical interpretation. This series has been

extensively sold.23

The next series of this company was The Music Education

Series prepared by Thaddeus P. Giddings, Will Earheart, Ralph

L. Baldwin, and Elbridge W. Newton as managing editor, and

published in 1923. This is the first course divorced from

method, that is, the material included consists entirely of

songs sufficiently beautiful and easy to be used by adherents

of any method. To other essentials of music education is added

an organized course in music appreciation with phonograph

records made expressly for the purpose.

This series is Dased on the Standard Course of Study

adopted by the Music Educators National Conference, and is

arranged in four-book, five-book, and eight-Dook courses to

meet the needs of various sizes of school systems, differing

only in the number of songs. The eight-book course presents

one book for each grade. There are two teacherst manuals, one

for the shorter book course and one for the eight-book course,

23Ibid., pp. 133-134.
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a home edition of four volumes with accompaniments, Adventures

in Music for rural school with a pamphlet teachers' guide and

weekly outlines for teachers. In 1935 the book Magic of Song,

for intermediate grade assemblies, was added to this series.

The latest vocal series, The World of Music, appeared in 1936.24

Description of the Sources and
Definition of Terms

The Music Hour is composed of a combined book for kinder-

garten and first grade, to be used by the teacher, and Books

One through Five for grades two through six, to be put in the

hands of the pupils.

The World of Music is composed of Sing and _Play a

Tune, for kindergarten, to be used by the teacher. Listen and

Sing is a book of 120 rote songs to be put in the hands of

pupils in the first grade when such is desirable. Then in

consecutive order for grades two through six are Tuning Up,

Rhythms and Rimes, Songs of Many Lands, Blend Voices, and

Tunes and Harmonies.

In order to treat the data relating to these books, since

titles are not indicative of their juxtaposition, a code system

was devised. M represents The Music Hour, and W represents The

World of Music. In Table 2 the books of each series are shown

with their respective code representation.

24Tbid., pp. 171-172.
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TABLE 2

ARRANGEMENT OF EACH BOOK OF THE TWO SERIES
TO SHOW CODE ASSIGNED TO THEM

The Music Hour The World of Music

Title Code Title Code

Book One M1 Tuning Up Wl

Book Two M2 Rhythms and Rime s W2

Book Tmtee M3 Songs of Many Lands W3

Book Four M4 Blending Voices W4

Book Five M5 Tunes and Harmonies W5

Table 3 shows an analytical comparison of the content of

each book of the two series used in the present study. No

further description is made because when the contents are

observed, the information is thought to 'become evident.

TABLE 3

AN ANALYTICAL COMPAP ISON OF THE CONTENT OF THE
MUSIC HOUR SERIES WITH THAT OF THE

WORLD OF MUSIC SERIES

Content The Music Hour Series The World of Music Series
of

Books
Ml M2 M3 M4 M5 Wl W2 W3 W4 W5I eil I Ioln I M llna M i. I se,| . ig g i 1 e g |g E I . ' I . . I -I M I CI . .v -4 e .

Rote Songs

Observation or
Preparatory
Songs

47

10

50

10

44

0

28

0

12

0

48

10

40

1

39

0

22

0

17

0
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TABLE 3--Continued

Content The Music Hour Series The World of Music Series
of

Books
Ml1M M2 M3 M4 M5 Wi W2 W3 W4 W5

Reading and
Study Songs 33 62 136 134 152 96 112 145 160 113

Format (size) 13-1713-1713-1713-1713-17 13-1613-1 13-1613-1614-19

Pages 92 124 140 156 172 176 176 192 207 192

Illustrations:

Colors 42 40 7 8 8 35 33 30 27 24

Black-and-
whites 1 6 17 17 23 0 1 0 0 0

Photographs 1 3 14 17 18 0 0 0 0 0

Pictures 1 3 8 10 13 8 8 8 8 8

Thematic
Material
(Ins trumen-
tal) 3 5 7 7 10 0 0 0 0 0

Parts:

Two-part 0 0 0 81 40 0 0 24 80 73

Threee-part 0 0 0 0 74 0 0 0 0 52

Community Songs 2 5 0 8 2 0 0 0 0 0

Rounds 0 0 0 8 5 0 0 2 0 1



CHAPTER II

DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

There were four steps in the development of the study.

The first step was the analyzation and evaluation of samples

from each book. This sampling was held constant to the ex-

tent that every third song was included in the raw data. Each

song was evaluated according (1) to the music, (2) the text,

and (3) the combination of both.

The second step was the analyzation and evaluation of the

books as units in the series, and the third step was the analy-

zation and evaluation of the entire series. The fourth step was

the preparation of the data secured in steps one, two, and three.

Criteria for Step One

It is not easy to set up a measuring stick and critique

for the evaluation of basic music text-series, for the very

substance of the content, music, is a tonal art, possessing

certain qualities that are intangible and elusive. Yet it is

perhaps common knowledge that every musician knows that some

compositions are good and that some are very poor, and he is able

to tell which fall into these two classifications; yet he may

often find it difficult to explain why some compositions have

merit and some do not.

In so far as this situation affects the problem of this

present study in its utilization, the establishment of principles

19
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relating to the evaluation and resultant selection of basic

text-series might resolve itself into a statement somewhat

like this: if all teachers, supervisors, and administrators

concerned with the evaluation of basic text-series could qualify

as musicians, if all were persons of ability, vision, and

proper training, there probably would need be little anxiety as

to the character and methods of music instruction and the goals

to be attained. In the writer's opinion music teaching at the

present time is hampered by the lack of music training of teach-

ers, supervisors, and administrators. Therefore, the first

standard in the evaluation of basic text-series is closely allied

with the musicianship of those in charge of curriculum-building.

Since this situation confronts the writer, but is of such nature

as to prohibit thorough treatment of the matter herein, the

problem is attacked with the assumption that when the personnel

engaged in presenting music in the schools is thoroughly qualified

to serve in that capacity, the establishment of standards of

basic text-series and music materials in general will evolve

naturally and successfully as time and place decree. Since this

"millennium" is not believed to have been reached, definable

standards were indispensable to effect an objective criteria by

which the two basic text-series could be evaluated and compared.

Standard One

A first standard in the evaluation of material of music

instruction is to determine whether it is good or bad.
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To some, good music would be music written according to

certain well-accepted rules regarding tone, time, and form.

It is well planned and constructed. Its scheme or tonal effect

is unique or original. It is sincere in expression, possessing

life and creative power. It is tone and rhythm presented in

such a way as to arrest and hold attention and interest, be-

cause there is a balance of form with sufficient contrast to

avoid monotony. Yet the composition must not be so varied in

structure that it causes confusion. In fact, the details of

melodies, chords, cadences, dissonances, motives, and phrases

must be so worked out as to give the performer and listener an

impression of coherence and meaning.

"Good" music is also sometimes defined as music that stands

successfully the test of time, that expresses human emotions,

and is ever popular because it is not easily supplanted by new

tunes. This description is akin to the statement that good

music is written by well-known, well-qualified, and well-estab-

lished composers and is often designated as "classical" in the

broader sense of the term. It is music that one expects and

usually gets from such composers as Bach, Beethoven, and Brahms.

For the purpose of this present study, these definitions

do not convey an exactness of the meaning of the term in question.

In trying such a definition in the practice of evaluation, the

writer found that a close analysis of some compositions in other

texts revealed close adherence to all rules of tone, and yet

they fell short of being worthwhile as a vehicle of musical
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expression for school children. In the writer's opinion it

does not follow that works of famous composers are always

inspirational or great compositions, and the authors of the

texts evidently recognize this as only a small per cent of the

material was composed by "great composers." To apply the "test

of time" eliminated so much that deserved recognition as to make

the basic text-series practically worthless from this point of

view. It appears to the writer that music material must be new

in order to be adequate although much music of recognized value

as judged by the time factor is very useful, sometimes when

simplified or rearranged, sometimes when used as originally

written.

The writer has accepted as a definition of good music that

which must perforce possess some, if not all of these qualities,

for the general concensus seems to be that in the best music,

or in the most acceptable music, they are found not isolated,

but combined.

Standard Two

The second standard of evaluation is that the materials

of music instruction are desirable when built upon the founda-

tion possessed by the pupils, and when they advance from that

point. In the most elementary aspects of teaching, the. litera-

ture of music education points that psychologically, the result

of following music procedures without a plan of system is to

erect barriers to the retention of significant learning and to

its meaningful use. Further, unless work has order, there could
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be no check for the teacher to determine the degree of pupil

achievement at any stage of the course. The writer would

answer the question in the negative, that materials of music

instruction are desirable when they take the pupil at his own

level of advancement, and proceed from there.

Diversity in the course also seems indispensable. The

effective plan would furnish music of different types, periods,

moods, and technical difficulties of both composed and folk

forms.

It seems to the writer that there is danger in stressing

one aspect of instruction to such an extent that other values

are lost. Observation has indicated that too long an application

in the study of the technical phase of the material leads to lack

of interest. This may be observed at times when for some reason

or other, probably poor planning on the part of the teacher, an

attempt is made to master a long and difficult song beyond

capabilities of the pupils. Other difficulties may be found in

the selecting of only folk music for songs in the lower grades,

or in using only unaccompanied music of the church style. In-

sufficient variety in key, mode, and tempo in music materials

likewise may cause ennui among pupils. Thus, in the evaluation

of the basic text-series, the writer found it pertinent to

estimate the degree of success the particular series might have

in enabling the music teacher to avoid these aangers.

Without ignoring the presentation of materials from the

musical standpoint, the writer felt that it would be wise to
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consider their educative value. It is almost trite to say

here that the two are not always equally balanced! For ex-

ample, a song may be musically of high quality, but too long

in form or too intricate in structure to be educationally

acceptable in early instruction. Surely a short piece may well

be a point of departure whence the pupil is gradually led into

larger forms of musical composition.

In qualifying this attitude in these matters, the writer

would say that some materials that seem to have value for a

given level of instruction may appear undesirable if the cri-

terion or permanency is interpreted too literally. For example,

simple tonal devices or sentence songs used in the lower graes

perform a useful service. Yet they may be forgotten or discarded

within a short time.

Standard Three

uxe third standard is that a course in music instruction

as set up by a oasic text-series should not be inflexible or

permanent. That social patterns change is self-evident. It

follows then that the school should change also. One or the

indictments of music education is that it lacks flexibility and

fails to adapt itself readily to new conditionsof life. In

evaluating the basic text-series, the writer kept in mind the

principles of determining, if possible, to what extent these

principles provided the types of experiences, that, as Dewey

has said, are worth having, not merely for the present but also

46
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of what they lead to. ". . . the questions they raise, the

problems they create, the demands of new informatibn they

suggest, the activities they make, the larger and expanding

fields into which they continuously open."1

Standard Four

The fourth standard is that the materials should have

correlative and integrative values. This standard seems highly

important to the writer because it seems that one of the most

effective means of arousing interest in music and introducing

it so that it will be recalled readily and used frequently is

to have available in the text-series, compositions that have

meaning and significance in other fields of learning. Hence it

is of importance that interests with which music is associated

in life be brought into the school. It is usually conceded

that music is a contribution to general culture and a source

of enjoyment when so used. For example, songs having to do

with some event in history, a legend, or a poem, are not only

useful in arousing liking for music but also for the correlated

subject as well. If linked with a study of English history,

Elizabethan music gives an understanding of this age. Negro

spirituals reveal characteristics of this race not disclosed

merely by the printed word. The minuet, when performed with

appropriate costume and traditional music, will do more to give

the pupil an idea of the formal life of the colonial period

1John Dewey, "How Much Freedom in the New School," New
Republic, LXIII (July, 1930), 204-206.
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than many a prolonged discussion. However, in evaluation,

the writer found it almost impossible to see any single song

entirely apart from correlation and integration. In the main,

the thought that just as a cat may look at a king, so any pair

of persons, events, or ideas may be juxtaposed or placed opposite

to each other.

However, juxtaposition may not necessarily imply significant

relationship. Association and mutual dependence are by no

means synonymous. Inter-relations in the writer's thinking

imply more than spacial or temporal similarity. For example,

Beethovents"Turkish March"from The Ruins of Athens is no more

amenable to juxtaposition with Byzantine art than 'Turkey in the

Straw"is with the nation Turkey.

Standard Five

The fifth standard of evaluation is that the materials

must consider individual differences and needs. A basic text-

series would be much easier to evaluate if the classes were

homogeneous in age, musical ability, interest, and experience,

but such is not the case in the public schools. In planning a

course of study which gives recognition to the unchangeable

truth that musical capacities and tendencies differ, the basic

text-series must be designed with this fact in mind. Often

what is suited to one may not meet the needs of another. There-

fore, there must be wide provision in the text-series and in

the course of study for adjustments according to the individual

and to the group.
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In this consideration the writer has held two aims in

mind, the provision for the pupil who will be a producer and

the provision for the pupil who will be a consumer. While

most pupils in the music classes of the public school are not

destined to be professional musicians, some provision should

be made to give respect to the music work for the pupil who

demands more from his music instruction, as well as to give

ample background for intelligent musical amateurism and enjoyment.

The writer does not wish to be misunderstood on this issue.

Music should not be considered merely as a recreational anes-

thetic. If the basic text-series is designed for either group

exclusively, most certainly it would be severely criticized.

Standard Six

The sixth standard is that the materials must meet accepted

criteria in the various aspects of the vocal medium.

Rang.--The range or compass of the child voice is wide;

however, ttto protect from strain the voices that are not free

and unrestricted, first year songs should be limited to a com-

pass that.can be indicated on the treble staff, the compass

gradually widening from year to year until in two-part and

three-part songs it includes one leger line above and two below

the treble staff."2

Gehrkens says that the good tones of the child in the

lower grades are confined to the upper middle portion of his

2 Hollis Dann, Conductor's Book, pl 6.
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total range, and that if he is asked to sing songs that go

down to middle C or below, the voice will inevitably sound

flat and dull.3  "As the child progresses from the lower grades

to the middle ones his lower tones improve in quality and he

may therefore use them occasionally. But the middle upper part

of the voice still produces the best quality, so there should

not be many low notes in any one song." 4

Few studies concerning the number of tones a person can

produce with ease in both speech and song at different periods

in his physical and musical development have been recorded.

At present, however, some psychologists and musicians are attempt-

ing to gain such information from young children, which will, if

carried on more extensively, probably effect some changes in

basic text-series.5

Intervals.--The kind or arrangement of intervals is a

feature in the writer's opinion which cannot be neglected. Few

scientific data are available but there is considerable subjective

approval for the theory that wide intervals are more easily

3 Karl W. Gehrkens, Music in the Grade Schools, p. 93.

4 Ibid.

5 Arthur T. Jersild and Sylvia F. Beinstock, "A Study of
the Development of Children's Ability to Sing," Journal of
Educational Psychology, XXV, -(1934),;481-503; Arthur T. ersild
and Sylvia F. BeIn3T k, "The Influence of Training on the Vocal
Ability of Three-year Old Children," Child Development, II (1931),
272-290; Harold Williams, "Musical Guidance of Young Children,"
Child Welfare Pamphlet, No. 29, pp. 1-15; E. Froschels, "Unter-
suchungen ubr dlie Kiderstimme," Zentralbl f. Physiology, XXXIV
(1920), 477-484.
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produced than small. Hence songs built on chord tones should

generally form the basis of beginning work and these should be

found in the text-series. Yet some teachers believe that

diatonic progressions are more simple and should be the more

prominent. Williams,6 in his study, found such was the case

with children of pre-school years. Wells7 likewise discovered

stepwise progressions better suited to young, immature voices.

The sanest conclusion that may be drawn is that singing large

intervals or diatonic steps varies with individuals and that

these studies are not conclusive evidence. It is the theory

of some music educators8 that an interval presenting difficulty

in one song may not do so in another, and the context, or the

way a pitch is approached and left, will determine to a large

degree the ease with which it may be produced. Therefore, in

light of this information the writer analyzed each song care-

fully before passing judgment on it.

Rhythm.--Frequently a composition with correct range and

intervals may have a rhythm so subtle and complex that it is

unsuitable for the individual or the group for which the text-

series intends it. In this instance, a low rating would be

6 Harold Williams, "Musical Guidance of Young Children,"
Child Welfare Pamphlet, No. 29, pp. 1-15.

7Alice Wells, "A Comparison of Chord Fioures and Scale
Progressions in Early School Music Learning,' Peabody Bulletin,
(December, 1933), pp. 21-23.

8Statement by Earle Connette, personal interview.
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given the music because of the complex rhythm. On the other

hand the writer has remembered that a piece may have a rhythm

so simple and monotonous that it becomes uninteresting, re-

sulting in musical lethargy. A low rating would also result

in this case.

Phrases.--The length of the phrase is important. A

phrase should be so constructed that it maintains a musical

balance and yet does not tax too severely the vocal resources.

Short phrases, corresponding to the child's immaturity and lack

of musical training, in the primary grades may lengthen grad-

ually in the upper grades as the child develops physically and

musically.

Accompaniment.--From experience, the writer is of the opinion

that the accompaniment adds to the interest of singing some

types of songs. On the other hand, there is a wealth of beauti-

ful music that needs no accompaniment at all, and because of its

own merit, maintains a high state of interest both for the per-

former and listener. Accompaniments that duplicate the melody

and add harmony, that merely add harmony, or that present a

contrapuntal obbligato assist in creating interest and in in-

spiring effort.

Text.--The quality and character of the words should be

appropriate. In the writer's experience, the meaning of the

words provokes in no small degree a favor or aversion. The

sentiment of the words, however, is not the sole consideration.

The formation of the word itself--its syllables, its vowel and
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consonant sounds, its position in the song--affect to a great

extent the way in which tones are emitted; so the writer has

been alert to see if the high tones of' the songs have open

vowels (calm, law, go) rather than closed ones (see, met, it).

Also, the writer has been critical of words in which a single

consonant is used (go, man, say), as they are not so difficult

as when sounds appear in combination (spray, strength, strand).,

Types of' songs.--The writer has dogmatically sought

unison songs of the folk pattern when evaluating the founda-

tional material in the books of the text-series that are in-

tended for the lower grades. For the intermediate grades,

part-songs of harmonic and contrapuntal structure were sought,

keeping in mind that the former type should not be restricted

to an uninteresting or difficult progression of pitches, as

judged by the writer. Among music teachers there is a school

of thought which contends that more unison and less part-singing

be the rule with elementary-school pupils, in the belief that

much time is lost in the drill often required to teacn the

second part.1 0 Adherents of this school of thought feel also

that frequently such singing is not only unmusical, but may be

harmful to voices.1 1 The writer believes that no one can enter

9Sarah T. Burrows and Anne E. Pierce, The Voice: How to
Use It, pp. 9-18.

10Archbald T. Davidson, Music Education in America, pp. 58-61;
Karl W. Gehrkens, An Introduction to School Music Teachin, p. 53;
Jacob Kwalwasser, problems in ublT School Music, pp. 62-73;
Alma M. Norton, Teaching Sc5ol Music, pp. 4I16.

1Ibla.
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a valid protest to the charge that part-singing is not al-

ways adapted to a group and that its values are sometimes in-

consequential, but nevertheless, is of the opinion tnat tne

basic text-series should make ample provision for part-singing.

Summary of Criteria for Step One

Each song in the basic text-series may be evaluated for

its musical and educational value. Strictly speaking, these

are not always of the same degree of value, for the music may

be gooci yet inappropriate because of its intended wrong usage.

In analyzing the text-series, the writer took the follow-

ing questions and set them up as a definite measuring stick

for each song to be analyzed. In other words, the extent to

which these questions could be answered yes determined tre

rating each song received. Questions 1 through 5 pertain to

the music only; 6 through 8, the text; and 9 through 12, to a

combination of both music and text.

1. Is the music of the song of proper range an
difficulty

2. Would it remain in the memory after a little
study?

3. Does it retain its musical interest, or, in other
words, does it wear well?

4. Is the rhythm smooth and flowing, and does it
have interest and vitality?

5. Is the song of proper length?
6. Is the text attractive and appropriate?
7. Is the texi, adapted in thought and expression to

the age for which it is intended?
8. Are the words vaily sung?
9. Is there a fusion or agreement of words and music?
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10. Do pupils like to sing the sung?
11. Is the song of temporary or of permanent value?
12. Is the song appropxriate to the occasion; does

it qualify as good music?1

Criteria for Step Two

In order to evaluate the books as units in the series,

the writer set up the following devisions of Content, Organi-

zation, Correlation, and Pedagogical Suggestions, after Mursell

and Glenn.13 In addition questions were formulated for each of

these divisions as guides for evaluation.

Content

Of all questions raised in evaluating a textbook as a

unit and a part of a series, content seems to be of immediate

impor tance.

Is the excellence of the material of prime importance?

Is it a book of good music?

Is the book of high excellence and arranged for children?

Is the range and variety of the materials provided as a

primary or secondary consideration?

Does the book have a variety of materials--folk songs,

childrents classics, art songs, songs by masters, songs by

contemporaries

Does the book lend itself to supplementary books?

12 Earle Connette, "A Syllabus and Bibliography of the
Materials and Methods of Elementary School Music," North Texas
State Teachers College, Denton, 1941. (mimeographed).

13Itursell and Glenn, op. cit., pp. 344-354.
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Organization

Textbook organization means the massing and ordering of

the material to present certain problems, to favor certain

lines of approach, and to effect certain objectives.

What kina of activities are stressed in the book?

How are the various problematic aspects of music approached

and isolated?

At this level for which the book is intended, what problems

are introduced?

Are the various problems introduced on an adequate back-

ground of synthetic, functioning, musical experience?

What is the sequence of problems?

Is the book so put together that it could be taught from

a viewpoint different from that on which it is organized?

Correlation

The book should be assessed from the point of view of the

opportunities it offers for correlating music with other

studies in the grade in which it is to be used.

Does the selection and arrangement of song material

suggest correlation and integration?

Does the content suggest means of correlation with

geography or history?

Does the book suggest and facilitate correlation of music

with art?

Pedagogical Suggestions

Some books have suggestions to the teacher printed in the

book which is placed in the student's hands. These range all
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the way from isolated notational problems to analytical tables

of content and problems for boys and girls to discuss. Since

the teachers manuals are beyond the scope of this present

study, the pedagogical suggestions were given blanket consider-

ation.

Criteria for Step Three

In evaluating the entire series, an amalgamation of

criteria for Steps One and Two was attempted. This process

resulted in a consolidation of all the items into five addi-

tional questions to be considered for each of the two series.

General Criteria

Is the quality of the musical content good and appropriate

to the age, experience, and interests of the children who will

use the books of the series?

Is the quality of the text good and appropriate to the

age, experience, and interests of the children who will use

the books of the series?

Are the pages and covers attractive? Is the quality of

the paper and binding appropriate too? Are tables complete

and usable

Is the pedagogical plan feasible, complete and easily

comprehended?

Who is the author? What is his present official position,

his past experience and professional background, his educational

affiliations, and his general reputation in the field he is

writing for? What are his other publications?
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Who are the publishers? What other school music materials

do they put out? Are they new in the field, or well established?

What is their general reputation and what are their affiliations?

Have they an established policy of publication which warrants

confidence in their program of music education?

What is the copyright date?

What sort of "front material" is there? What title has

the book? Would it be meaningful and attractive to children?

What is the price of the book?

Specific Criteria

Is the book small enough to be easily handled by the

child, but large enough to permit adequate display of music

and text?

Is the binding attractive but substantial enough to with-

stand handling by children?

Is the paper a smooth toned white?

Is the size and visibility of the typography appropriate

for the grade the book is intended for?

Is the song material for the earlier grades printed phrase-

wise?

What pictures, decorations, diagrams, et cetera does the

book contain? Are they merely decorative and conventional, or

do they form a vital and integral part of the educative plan?

Are they related to the music and text content? Do they pro-

vide teaching opportunities?
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Preparation of the Data

The fourth ana last step was the preparation of the data.

The songs were evaluated according to Table 4. With the scale

of evaluation used, the writer tried to effect an objective

placement of the merits of the music, the text, and the com-

bination of tnem. In a practice trial the writer used the

letters without attempting a further rating, but found this

not to be sufficiently sensitive for the purpose of this study.

Also, it was discovered that adequate statistical treatment was

not possible without some definite rating and this further

necessitated the dual scaling.

TABLE 4

SCALE OF EVALUATION USED FOR THE SONG
CONTENT OF THE MUSIC HOUR AND

THE WORLD OF MUSIC

Scale of Music Text Combination of
Evaluation Music and Text

A 75-100 Superior Superior very positive

B 50-74 Good Good Positive

C 25-49 Adequate Unappropriate Satisfactory

D 1-24 Unsatisfactory Deficient Unsatisfactory

After the raw data were obtained and tabulated into columns,

the mean, median, standard deviation, and range of the evaluation

scores were computed in order to show evaluation and to give

measures of central tendency upon which the two text-series

could be objectively compared.
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Thus it can be seen that the entire study is based on

the opinion of the writer. The statistical procedures may

not be interpreted without always qualifying them even though

the mathematics of the study is correct. In other words, the

technique used by the writer was subjective at the source of

the objective data. All this notwithstanding, however, the

statistical treatment of the data does enable the writer to

arrive at evaluations sufficiently objective instead of basing

opinions on incomplete data that might usually be the basis of

judgment. This study is the writer's opinion in an attempt to

show the application of scientific method in arriving at that

opinion.



CHAPTER III

TREATMENT OF THE DATA

After the raw data wereassembled, it seemed apparent that

statistical treatment was pertinent to clarify the mass of

apparently unrelated information. The fundamental reason for

using statistical procedures was to permit some sort of

mathematical treatment of the raw data obtained through the

evaluation scaling and to thereby enable the writer to obtain

the information concerning the measurable quantitative and

qualitative characteristics of the contents of the books as

she had evaluated them. It was only by such method that the

writer could hope to lift the mass of generalization to a plane

of scientific analysis.

Beginning with this chapter the numerical scaling of the

evaluation that makes up the raw data will be referred to as

measures or scores. Thus a score of 87 means that the writer

arbitrarily gave a song that score as it seemed to her to be

if she assumed a scale ranging from zero to one hundred.

The Measures

Two statistical measures were used--that of central ten-

dency and that of variability.

Central tendency.--The value of measures of central ten-

dency is twofold: (1) it is a single measure which represents

39
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all of the scores of the songs, and as such gives a concise

description of the evaluation of the group as a whole; and

(2) it enables one to compare two or more groupings in terms

of typical evaluation.

Three measures of central tendency were used--the

arithmetic mean, the median, and the mode.

The mean was used because the writer wished to have a

measure of highest reliability in regard to central tendency.

The median was used because the writer realized that the extreme

scores would affect the mean disproportionately. That is to

say, the median waw assumed to be a more reliable measure than

the median because of the high scores and the extreme low

scores. Such scores count simply as a single frequency in

determining the median; but they depress and distort the mean

when their absolute values are used in its calculation. The

mode was used, not statistically beyond the arbitrary divisions

of A, B, C, D, E, or NG, for all that seemed to be needed was

the division measure of concentration. In other words into

which of the divisions does the larger number of the songs fall?

Variability.--Then in addition to measures that revealed

scores typical or representative of the sets of scores as a

whole, measures that would show the variability, the 'catter"

or "spread" of the separate scores around their central tendency

was needed. In other words since the songs were not all of the

same evaluation, scores were strung out from high to low on the
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hundred-per cent scale, the range was therefore known to be

relatively wide and the variability consequently large.

Two measures of variability were used--the range and the

standard deviation.

The range was used because the writer wished to know the

total spread of the scores.

The standard deviation was obtained because it is the

most reliable measure of variability and thus is customarily

employed in research. In the final analysis, the standard

deviation represents that point above and below the median

between which 66.67 per cent of the scores lie. Thus it would

be easy to see between what score extremes two-thirds of the

contents of the books lay as evaluated by the writer.

Step One--Songs

The raw data are shown in Table 5. The writer therein

shows the evaluation of the music, text, and the combination

of the music and text, based on the criteria for step one.

The titles of the songs are given with the page number in the

book they appear, along with the division grading and numerical

scaling scores.

In the table each book of The Music Hour is immediately

followed by the corresponding book from The World of Music.

This procedure was followed in order that the reader could

easily see the evaluation of two books for the same grade level.
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TABLE 5

THE EVALUATION SCORES OF EACH BOOK IN THE MUSIC HOUR SERIES
AND IN THE WORLD OF MUSIC SERIES

Title of Song Page Music Text Combined
Rating Rating Rating

The Music Hour, First Book (Ml)

Open the Windows 1 B50 B50 B50
A Cure for Crossness 4 B50 B50 B50
Feathers 8 B60 B60 B60
The Dancers 11 A75 A75 A75
The Candy Man 13 B60 B60 B60
Wild Geese 17 B50 B50 B50
The Fisherman 20 C40 C49 C40
On Christmas Eve 25 D24 049 D24
Lullaby 28 A75 A75 A75
Bells in the Steeple 31 B50 B50 B50
The Rag Man 33 C49 c49 C49
Grandma 36 D24 C40 C30
Lincoln 40 C49 D24 C25
Run and Hop 43 A80 A80 ASO
Scissors Grinder 45 C40 C40 C40
Flag Song 47 B50 B50 B60
Indian Echo Song 50 A75 A75 A85
Coming Rain 53 C30 C30 C30
The New Moon 55 C40 C40 C40
Jump Rope 58 C40 C40 040
Winds of Evening 61 B50 B60 B60
Marching 'Round the

Schoolroom 65 B60 B60 B74
Toyland 68 C40 C40 C40
The Elephant 72 C40 B60 C40
The Owl 75 B60 B60 B60
Swing Song 78 A75 A75 A75
The Lace Seller 80 D24 C25 C30
Sleep, Dolly, Sleep 82 A75 A75 A75
Dancing Lessons 86 NG NG NG,
Choose Your Partner 8V C3u C30 C25

Tuning Up (Wl)

Catch Me if You Can 9 A75 A75 A75
Autumn Leaves 12 B70 B70 B70
Fairy Fiddles 15 A75 A75 A75
The Boy With The Rabbit 18 B60 B60 B6U
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TABLE 5--Continued

Title of Song Page Music Text Combined
Rat |Rating Rating

Tuning Up--Continued

Mary Contrary 22 B60 B60 B60
One, Two, Three 25 B60 B60 B60
Chasing the Wind 28 BGO EGO EGO
The Unlucky Farmer 31 B60 B60 B60
Dunkle Doodle Dumps 34 B60 B60 B60
Bright Carpets 37 B50 B50 B50
Song of Greeting 41 B60 B60 B60
Roads 44 B60 B50 B60
The Tea Party 47 B60 B50 B50
When I Grow Up 50 B70 B70 B70
The Owl 53 A75 A75 A75
On the Hills 57 B60 B50 B60
November Days 60 A75 A75 A75
Wind A-blowing 64 B70 B70 B7u
Where is Cinderella's

Shoe 67 B60 B60 B6U
The Parade 70 B70 B70 B70
Jack and Jill 76 B74 A75 B74
Telling Time 73 B70 B70 B70
When Things Go Wrong 79 B60 B65 B60
The Snow Man 82 B50 B65 B50
Christmas Shopping 85 C45 B55 C45
So Did I 88 A75 B70 A7o
Animal Crackers 92 B60 B72 B60
The Street Organ 95 B6U B70 B60
The Squirrel's Secret 98 A75 A75 A75
Story Books 101 C40 B60 C45
Sleepy Time 104 C49 B60 C49
Little Candle 107 C45 B70 C45

.aking the Snow Man 110 B60 A75 B6
Sing High, Sing Low 113 B60 B74 B60
Riding Through the Sky 116 A75 A75 A75
Fox and Goose 120 B50 B60 B55
The Dancing Lesson 122 B60 B70 B6U
The Mouse 126 B70 A75 B70
Taxis 129 B60 A75 B65
Willie Willie Will 132 A75 B65 A75
Swinging Along 135 B50 B70 B55
Dance of Long Ago 138 B60 B70 B65
Mother's Singing 141 B60 B72 BO
The Flute and the Drum 145 A75 A75 A75
Lights 148 B60 B74 B65
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TABLE 5--Continued

Title of Song Pa. e Music Tetom d
RaRatin atin Ratin&

Tuning Up--Continued

Scissor-Man 151 B70 B74 B70
Sing a Lullaby 155 B50 Bb15 B50
My Ship 158 B60 A75 B60
A Bird's Song 162 B70 B60 B70
The Water Mill 165 B70 B74 B70
Summertime 168 B70 B72 B70
America 171 B70 B70 B70

The Music Hour, Second Book (M 2)

Old Folks at Home I ASO,160-A80
The Fly 4 A80 A85 A35
The Huntsmen 10 A90 A90 A90
In Days of Old 13 B50 C40 B50
The Hurdy Gurdy Man 17 A75 A75 A75
Columbus 20 B60 B70 B70
In Lollypop Lane 24 B70 B70 B70
Five Little Girls 27 B70 A75 B70
By the Seashore 30 B60 B70 B60
Thanksgiving Day 33 B6u B60 B60
The Apple Tree 36 A80 A80 ASO
The Sedan Chair 38 B60 B60 B60
Christmas Carol 41 A75 A75 A75
A Red Pepper Flower 43 B60 B70 B65
Ring Around Game 46 B70 B70 B70
Planting Rice 48 B50 C40 C45
Welcome the New Year 51 A80 ASO A85
Toboggan Ride 53 C40 B70 C45
Rosa 55 ASO A80 A85
Betsy's Tail 59 C45 A75 C30
Cradle Song 61 B70 A75 B70
Valentine Song 64 C40 B50 C40
The Grocery Man 68 B6 C30 B50
The Minuet 70 C40 C40 C40
Little Children in Japan 73 C30 B50 C40
Thu Motor Car Ride 76 D24 D24 D24
The Morning Glory 80 C40 B50 C40
Swinging 83 D24 B65 D24
Springtime 86 D24 65 D24
The Gentle Milk Jug 90 D24 C30 D24
April 93 C40 B65 049
On the Train 96 A75 D24 B65
Bunny Rabbit 98 C40 B70 C45
The River 101 D24 B50 D24
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TABLE 5--Continued

Title o1 Song Page Music Text Combined
Rating Rating Rating

The Music Hour, Second Book--Continued

The Filling Station 104 D24 D24 D24
0! A-hunting We Will Go 106 A75 A75 A75
Swiss Echo Song 109 B70 B70 B70
The Picnic 113 B50 B50 B50
Flag Song 118 A75 A75 A75
America 121 B70 B70 B70

Rhythms and Rimes-(W2)

~ .1* I
Night and Day
Uncle Frank
If All the World Wero

Paper
Birds and Fishes
The Eskimos
Out in the Country
Hallowe'en
Johnny Store
The Violin and the Drum
To Market
Market Day
Thanksgiving
Sky at Night
A Song of the Flag
The Harvest Festival
French Market Song
The Fruit Man
The Rabbit's Lunch
Mother's Hands
Your Home and Mine
Dancing on the Green
Flowers and the Birds
Cling Clang
The First Christmas
Cousin Michael
Gifts
There Was a Goose
Game of Flowers
The Miller of Arden
Song of the Violin
Rabbit and the Hunter
Feeding her Birds
Sun in the Sky

9
12

15
17
21
24
27
30
33
36
40
42
46
49
52
56
58
62
66
69
72
75
78
81
85
88
92
95
98

101
103
107
110

B65
B60

B65
B70
B60
B65
B74
B55
B50
B60
C45
B65
A75
B70
A75
B70
B55
A75
B50
B70
B70
A75
A75
A75
B65
B60
B50
B60
A75
B60
B60
B65
B55

B74
B74

B72
B72
A75
B72
B65
B60
B70
B60
B65
B72
B65
B60
B60
B60
B65
B70
B65
B70
B65
B65
B60
B74
B60
B60
B74
B70
A75
B65
B60
B60
B55

B65
B60

B65
B70
B65
B65
B74
B55
B50
B60
C45
B65
A75
B70
A75
B65
Bb5
A75
B50
B70
B70
A75
A75
A75
B6b
B55
B50
B60
A75
B60
B60
B6b
B55
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TABLE 5--Continued

Title of Song Page Music Text Comoined
Rating Rating Rating

Rhythms and Rimes--Continued

Merry-Go-Round 114 B60 B65 B6U
Neighbors 118 B60 B60 B6u
The Candle 121 B60 A75 B60
Pudding and Pies 125 B55 B72 B60
Underneath the Willow 127 C45 B65 C45
Old Glory 131 B60 B70 B60
Lady Spring 134 A75 B65 B70
Down the Spring 136 C40 C49 B50
Tree Town 139 B70 B70 B70
The Girl with the Cat 143 B60 B70 B60
Mistress Mary 47 A75 A75 A75
The Orchard 150 B70 B65 B70
Singing 153 A7A7575 A75
Cobwebs 156 A75 B70 A75
Clap and Click 160 B70 B60 B70
Vacation Days 163 C45 B65 C49
The Kite 166 B65 B60 B65
Morning Prayer 169 C45 A75 C45

The Music Hour, Third Booc (M3)

'7 3'- AGood Morning
The Wind
A Flower Song
The Summer Song
Which is the Waj to

Somewhere Town
A Sunshine Song
Light as a Feather
Buttercups
Over the Heather
A Sleepy Song
The Robins' Call
Down the Stream
Hallowe'en Night
If I Were You
The Leaf and the Bird
Little Gypsy Dandelion
The Broom Dance
My Darling House
A Cheerful Song
Lullaby

1
2
4
6

8
10
12
13
16
19
20
22
4
25
28
30
32
36
37
39

ASO
B50
C45
C30

A85
C30
B60
C45
A80
C45
B50
C25
A90
C45
A95
C30
C40
B50
A75
A100

A80
B50
045
B50

B60
C40
B50
C49
A80
C45
B65
C25
A90
C30
A75
C49
C40
C35
A75
A100

A80
B50
C40
040

A85
C45
B50
C4b
A85
045
B65
025
A90
04b
A95
C40
C40
C4b
A75
A100
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TABLt 5--Continued

Title of Song Page1 Music Text Comoinoa
Raging Raving Rating

The Music Hour, Third Book--Continued

The Alpine Shepherd 41 A85 A75 A85
Birds and Clouds 43 B50 B50 B50
Lullaby of an Infant

Chief 45 A75 A75 A75
Little Father Bear 48 NG B50 C25
New Years' Day 50 NG C30 C25
Water Dance 53 A95 A95 A95
Song of the Wind 55 NG B60 D24
The Mazurka 57 A75 A75 A75
Japanese Children 59 B50 B50 B50
At the Big Menagerie 62 A90 B50 A90
Lightfoot Polka 64 A75 A75 A75
What Everyone Knows 65 A75 A75 A75
Mother Ant 68 C49 D24 C30
George Washington 71 B50 B50 B50
Pipe Thee High 73 NG 030 NG
The Shell 75 B50 B50 B50
Early Flowers 77 B60 B50 B50
Cradle Song 80 NG B65 NG
Partner, Come 82 A90 A90 A90
You Gentlemen of England 84 B50 B50 B50
My Little Irish Lad 85 NG. D24 NG
King or Mouse 87 A75 A75 A75
The Merry-Go-Round 89 B60 B60 B60
The Shepherdess 91 A80 A80 A80
Spinning Song 93 B60 B60 B60
Clover 95 A75 A75 A75
Clover Song 97 B70 B70 B70
The Star 98 C45 B60 C45
Tommy Tucker 100 NG B50 NG
This Little Pig 104 B50 B60 B60
Jeanette 106 B50 B60 B50
Fairy Work 109 B60 B60 B60
The Empty Nest 110 C30 B60 C35
The Message of the Flag 112 C25 C40 C25
Thanks and praise 116 B50 B50 B50
Meadow Song 117 B70 B70 B70
Russian Dance 116 B60 B60 B60
The Little Woman ana

the Peddler 120 B70 B60 B70
Jolo Farewell 121 030 D24 C30
The Frog in the Well 124 B60 C30 B60
What Can I Do, America 127 D24 B50 D24
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TABLE 5--Continued

Title of Song Page Music Text Combined
Rating Rating Rating

The Music Hour, Third Book--Continued

My House is Red 129 D24 C30 D24
Hello, Old Moon 132 D24 B50 D24
The Star Spangled Banner 134 B70 B70 B70

Songs of Many Lands (W3)

Let's Be Merry 9 B70 B74 B70
If I Had Wings 12 A75 A75 A75
The Little Farmer 15 A8O A75 A75
Stories of Travel 18 A75 B74 A75
At the Pasture Bars 21 B65 B6u B65
Jack-o-lantern 24 B60 B65 B60
A Queer Business &7 A80 A75 A80
A Housefull 30 A75 B65 A75
What Will You Do 34 049 B50 B50
Sunny Italy 36 B60 B70 B60
Living Out of Doors 40 C49 B60 C49
Suppose 44 C49 B65 049
Cherry Blossoms 47 A75 B60 A75
See Wihat Grace 50 B70 B70 B70
Venetian Waters 54 B65 B60 B65
In October 57 B50 B50 B50
Spring Fever 60 A75 B60 A75
The Lonely Castle 63 B70 B74 B70
Left or Right 66 C49 C45 049
At the Fireplace 69 B60 B70 B60
Freckles 72 C45 B60 C45
Song of the Miners 75 045 B50 C45
Little Ship 78 B70 B74 B70
Hiking Song 81 A75 B65 A75
Christmas Eve 84 B50 B70 B50
Christmas 86 B60 B72 B60
Holiday 89 B60 B60 B60
Firemen 92 C49 B65 C45
The Wind 94 B60 B70 B60
Indian Lullaby 97 A80 A75 A80
Dick Whittington 100 C49 B60 C49
When I am a Man 103 C40 B74 C4u
Alpine Shepherd 105 B65 B70 B60
Just Suppose 109 B65 B74 B65
The Deserted Farm 112 B60 B70 B50
Marching Together 114 B70 B69 B70
On the Merry-go-round 116 B70 A75 B70
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TABLE 5--Continued

Title of Song Page Music Text Combined
Raring Rating Rating

Songs of Many Lands--Continued

Flower Seeds 119 B50 B74 B50
The Piper of Balmoral 122 B50 B60 B50
Juliska 126 B50 B65 B50
April 128 045 B65 C45
The Man in the Moon 130 B55 A75 B55
WUeaving 133 B50 B70 B50
The Storm Winds 136 B70 B74 B70
Shadows 139 B50 B74 B55
The Hay Makers 142 B50 Bb5 BbO
The Flag 145 B70 B70 B60
The Guardians 148 045 B70 045
Sunday Morning 150 C45 B60 C45
The Haray North Man 152 B70 B74 B70
God is Everywhere 155 B55 B70 B50
The Harp of the Winds 158 Bb5 B60 B55
Gratitude 162 B60 B72 B60
The Attic 164 B70 B74 B70
Where Music Grows 167 B60 C49 B60
On Memorial Day 170 C45 B55 C45
Counting Sheep 173 A75 A75 A75
By the Stream 175 B50 B65 B50
Tea Party Talk 178 C40 B65 C40
A Bumble Bee 181 B65 B70 B65
All Through the Nighit 184 A85 A75 A85
The Ball of the Seasons 185 B60 B50 B60

The Music Hour, Fourth Book

The Bluebell
anagi-Wacipi-Olowan

A Morning Thanksgiving
My Guardian Angel
Hope the Hermit
Climbing
Thy Cedar Waxwing
Hiawatha's Brothers
San Salvador
Geography
The Village Inn
A Suggestion
Harvest Song
Song of Duke Williamts

Men

3
6
8

12
15
18
;
22
25
28
29
31

64

C49
B60
NG
NG
A75
A75
A75
NG
C49
NG
C30
NG
B60

NG

B70
C40
B50
B50
A75
A75
B70
B50
860
NG
B6u
C40
B50

B50

C49
B60
NG
NG
A75
A75
A75
NG
C49
NG
C30
NG
B6U
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TABLE 5--Continued

Title of Song Page Music Text Combinea
Rating Rating Rating

The Music Hour, Fourth Book--Continued

Thirsty 35 B60 B60 B60
Old Plantation Days 8 B50 B50 B50
Come, Ye Thankful People 40 A75 A75 A75
Racing 42 C40 C40 C40
Winter Sports 44 A75 A75 A75
Bringing in the Boar's

Heau 47 C40 C40 C40
Deck the Halls 50 A85 A85 A85
Counting Out 52 NG NG NG
Norwegian Song 54 C30 B50 C30
Pigeons 56 C30 C40 C30
The Minuet 58 A90 A75 A90
Market Day 62 NG NG NG
Duty 64 C49 D24 D24
Longing for Spring 66 A8U A75 A80
Abide With Me 69 A75 B50 B70
The Sun in Winter 70 C40 B50 D24
Nature's Dream 73 A90 A90 A90
Red, vuhite, and Blue 76 D2i C40 D24
Hail, Columbia 78 B70 B50 B74
Spring's Coming 85 A75 A75 A75
Three Guesses 87 D24 D24 D24
Nai No-Otz 90 C49 C40 C40
A Song to Spring 92 C40 049 C4u
ThQ Pleasures of the

Country 95 C40 C40 C40
Oh, Ship of the Air 97 D24 B50 D24
April 99 D24 B50 D24
Evening Song 101 C49 B50 C40
The Stars 103 B50 B50 B50
There do all the Daisies

Go 105 C49 B60 C49
When I'm Dreaming 109 C49 C49 C49
Billy Boy 112 B60 B60 B70
Sing of a Day 114 B50 B50 040
If I Were You 116 NG NG NG
Sailor Song 119 B60 B50 B70
The Passing Day 121 B50 B50 040
My Old Kentucky Home 124 B70 B70 B70
Mariposa Lily 127 D20 C49 D20
Early to Bed 129 B65 B65 B65
The Eighth Psalm 131 A100 A80 AIOO
Foreign Children 140 B60 B60 B60
Juanita 146 C49 C49 C49
Dixie 148 B70 B70 B70
America 152 B70 B70 B70
Flag Song 134 D24 C49 D24
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TABLE 5--Continued

Title of Song Page Music Text Combined
Rating Rating Rating

Blending Voices (W4)

Music Everywhere 9 B60 B65 B60
The Weary Spinner 12 B65 B55 B65
Indian Call 15 A75 B70 A75
The Roving Cowboy 18 B70 B74 B70
Blow Fast 42 A75 B70 A75
Nuts and Apples 25 B50 C49 B50
Campfires 28 A75 B74 A75
Hallowe'en 31 C49 B70 C45
Portrait 34 040 048 C40
Flag Day 37 B70 B70 B70
In my Garden 41 C49 B65 C45
Song of the Shepherd 44 B50 B60 B50
Scratch a Match 47 C45 C49 C45
Frog in the Well 50 C40 C35 C40
Old Time Thanksgiving 52 C49 B65 C49
Windmill 56 B60 B65 B60
At the Fair 59 B70 B55 B70
By the Banks of Boyne 62 B50 B60 B50
Moon Gardens 66 A75 A75 A75
Nicole, Go Feec your

Goose 69 B70 B50 B70
Bells 73 C40 C48 C40
Remembrance 76 B70 B74 B70
Arranging Flowers 80 B60 B70 B60
Christmas Carol 84 B50 B70 B50
Carol 86 B60 B65 B60
Christmas Angels 90 B60 B65 B60
Children of Kildare 93 B60 B74 B60
Drifting Snow 96 B70 B74 B70
West Wind 100 B60 B74 B60
Charlie 104 B60 B50 B60
Pepita 108 B65 B70 B65
Queen Venice 109 B50 B72 B50
Winter Birds 111 B50 B60 B50
The Giant 114 B70 B70 B70
Mr. Fox and Mrs. Hare 116 B70 B72 B70
Summer is A-Coming In 120 B70 B50 B70
The Traveler's Song 124 B60 B74 B60
Trip it Lightly 127 B70 B60 B70
The Cossack Riders 130 B65 B74 B70
Drums 133 B70 B72 B70
The Storm 136 B50 B70 B50
Laughter 139 B60 B70 B60
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TABLE 5--Continued

Title of Song Page Music Text Combined

IL _ Rating Rating Rating

Blending Voices -- Continued

Good-by 143 B70 B72 B65
The Golden Linnet 146 B70 B65 B7u
Spring Dance 149 B60 B70 B60
Robin Hood and Little

John 152 B70 B70 B70
If 154 C45 B65 C45
The Shepherdess 158 B70 B72 B70
By the Volga 162 B60 B70 B60
The June Bug 165 B60 B70 B60
The Frienaly Star 168 B70 A75 B70
The Brown Bird's Call 173 B70 B74 B70
Pietro's Hat 177 B60 B70 B65
In the Queen'fs Garden 180 A75 A75 A75
The Happiest Season 184 B65 B70 B65
A Song of Farewell 187 A75 B74 A75
A Song of the Country 190 B70 A75 B70
Lullaby 194 B70 B72 B74
The Star Spangled Banner 197 B70 B70 B70
A Frog He Would A-Wooing

Go 199 B50 B55 B50
I Heard the Bells on

Christmas Day 201 A75 A75 A75

The Music Hour, F if th Book (M5)

Morning Glories
The Traffic Man.
My Heart's in the Highlands
The Wayside Inn
We Merry Minstrels
A "Movie" Dream
The Nightingale's Complaint
The Three Little Ships
Japanesv National Anthem
How to Tell Wild Animals
Autumn Song
O'er the Steppes
Wioste Olowan
Harvest Home
Golden Slumbers
Weel May the Keel Row
Let Us With a Gladsome

Mind

1

16

6
8

11
13
16

22
24
26

61
33
35
67

69

A75
B60
A90
A75
A85
B60
B70
B50
C40
B60
A80
B60
C40
A75
A100
B60

A90

A75
B60
A90
A75
A85
B60
B60
B70
C40
B50
A80
B60
040
A75
A100
B60

A90

A75
B60
A90
A75
A85
B60
B70
B50
C40
B60
A80
B60
C40
A75
A00
B70

A90
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TABLE 5--Continued

Title of Song Page Music Text Combined
Rating Rating Rating

The Music Hour, Fifth Book--Continued

Planting Hops 42 B60 B60 B60
Italian Street1 Fair 46 B60 B60 B60
Sea Horses 49 B70 B70 B70
Good Night 51 049 B60 C49
Christmas Stars 53 A75 A75 NG
Evening Song 56 ASO A80 ASO
The Waits 58 B70 B50 B70
Market Day 61 B50 B50 B50
New Years' Hymn 63 C40 B50 C40
The Kine are Homewa.d

Coming 65 B70 B50 B70
Thanksgiving Hymn 68 A90 A90 A90
Where God Hath Walked 71 A80 A80 A80
Th Fairy Ring 76 B50 B50 C30
Tarantella 78 B60 B60 B70
0 Country Great and

Glorious 80 C40 B50 C40
God Be Our Guide 82 A75 A75 A7b
The House in the Wood 85 B60 B60 B60
The American Hymn 88 B60 B60 B6W
The Fisherman 92 C30 B60 C30
The Bolero 94 C30 B50 C30
By the Waves 98 B70 A75 B70
My golden Fisn 101 C30 C30 C30
Were I the Sun 104 D24 D24 D24
April! April! 106 C40 B50 C40
Shall I Sing 108 D24 D24 D24
Playtime in Japan 112 C40 C4u C40
Norway 116 C49 B60 C49
The Nightingale 120 A75 A70 A75
Tawi' Kuruks 125 C30 C30 C30
The Primrose 128 B60 B50 B60
In the Patio 131 C30 B50 C30
The Rhym' of the Country

Road 137 C49 B60 C49
Anvil Chorus 140 A75 A75 A75
Awaking 143 C49 C49 C49
Early Summer in Russia 147 D24 B50 D24
The Spanish Gypsy 152 B50 B50 B50
The Toad Stool 155 D24 C40 D2,
If Any Little Word or Ours 158 C4u C40 C40
The Star Spangled Banner 16% B70 B70 B70
The Bell Doth Toll 95 B70 B70 B70
National Hymn 161 A75 A75 A75
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TABLE b--Continued

Title or Song Page Music TexW 1Comoinea
Rating Raging Rating

Tunes and Harmonies (W5)

The Homeland 9 A75 A75 A75
Passing By 1 A100 B74 ALU
Russian Fields 14 B60 B65 B60
The Gypsies 17 B70 B74 B70
Mighty Men 21 C45 B60 C4b
Maya Lana 23 B70 B74 B7v
VilLage Chimeks 6 B55 B70 B55
London Town 38 B70 B72 B70
Sun Chant 60 B60 B70 B60
The Animal Store 34 B55 A75 B5o
Arabs on the Maren 38 B70 B74 B70
Fair Erin 42 B70 B65 B70
Lord Lovol 4b B55 B72 B55
The Dove 48 B55 B70 B55
When Twilight Gathers 50 B55 B70 B55
The Shepherd Boy 53 B60 B65 B60
The Sun Dial 57 B65 B65 B65
The Papaya Tree 60 B50 B74 B50
Evening Bell 62 B65 B70 B65
An Italian Garden 64 A75 A75 A75
In Days of Old 68 B55 B70 B55
Festivzl 71 B60 B70 B60
Dance of the Tumbler 75 B50 B55 B50
An Ancient Legend 79 A75 A75 A75
Christmas Everywhere 82 B60 B74 B60
Holiday Festival 85 B60 B65 B50
Whence, Poor Captive 88 C45 C49 C40
By the Skeena River 90 A75 B72 A75
If Love Were What the
Rose Is 93 A75 A75 A75

The Valentine 97 B60 B70 B65
For our School 100 B50 C49 B50
Under the Cherry Tree 103 B50 B55 B50
Brave Singer 105 B70 B55 B70
The Viking 108 B60 B74 B60
The Beadmaker 111 ASOB 74 A80
The Dance 114 A75 B72 A75
Song of a Garden 118 B55 C49 B55
Forgotten 121 B55 B65 B55
April 125 B70 B65 B70
The Castle 128 B65 B70 B65
The Lovely Isabella 130 B70 B70 B70
Journeys End 134 C45 B70 C45
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TABLE 5--Continued

Title of Song Page Music Text Combined
Rating Rating Rating

Tunes and Harmonies--Continued

Flight 137 B70 B74 B70
Shine Glorious Sun 140 B60 B55 B55
Colors 143 B65 B70 B65
Fruit Trees 146 B55 B65 B55
Indian Lullaby 150 A80 B65 A80
The Apple Tree 154 B65 B70 B65
Message of Spring 157 B65 B74 B65
Mother 162 B60 A75 B60
The Pioneers 166 B55 B74 B50
Morning Serenade 170 B55 B70 B55
Cherry Blossoms 174 C45 B60 C45
Summer Jubilee 177 B60 B60 B60
America, the Beautiful 180 B70 B70 B70
0 Little Town of

Bethlehem 182 A75 A75 A75
Juanita 184 B65 B60 B65

Analysis of data.--Table 6 shows the mean, median, and

standard deviation of the scores for the music, the text, and

the combined value of the music and the text. A cursory study

of the table would lead one to an immediate decision that The

World of Music was rated higher than The Music Hour. The evidence

seems conclusive when the reader observes that the mean and.

median for almost every item (that is, the text, music, and

combination) is higher for The World of Music. The only ex-

ception to the statement is in the case of the median of text

evaluation for the second book, which is 70, as against 69 in

favor of The Music Hour. Additional supporting evidence appears

in favor of Th e World of Music when the reader notices that the

standard deviation for The Music Hour evaluation scores is almost

twice that for The World of Music.
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TABLE 6

MEAN, MEDIAN, AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF EsVALUATION
SCORES OF THE BOOK CONTENTS IN THE MUSIC

HOUR AND IN THE WORLD OF MUSIC

Basis Mean Median Standard
of Deviation

Evaluation M W M w

Book One

Music 52 64 52 68 18 9
Text 53 69 54 72 18 8
Combination 53 65 56 68 18 9

Book Two

Music 60 65 65 67 21 10
Text 60 68 70 69 18 6
Combination 60_ 65 64 68__j0_9

Book Three

Music 52 62 53 63 25 13
Text 54 68 59 71 18 8
Combination 55 62 57 63 25 12

Book Four

Music 48 65 48 68 27 10
Text 55 68 56 71 20 9
Combination 4-t 65 45 68 27 10

Book Five

Music 61 65 64 65 18 11
Text 63 69 64 72 17 8
Combination 60 65 64 65 21 11

Comparing the scores book by book, the median and the

mean come into importance as measures of central tendency, the

mean showing the arithmetic average and the median showing the

point on the scale on either side of which fifty per cent fall.
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In book 1, the mean for each item is higher for The

World of Music by about ten points. The Music Hour is rated

52-53 for the items; The World of Music, 64-69.

The median for The Music Hour rangesfor the items from

52 to 54, showing a close approximation with the mean. For

The World of Music, the median ranges from 68 to 72 for the

three items.

It is evident from the data that each book is in itself

of the same quality in music, text, and combination of music

and text because of the agreement of the scores for each.

The standard deviation of 18 for all three items for The

Music Hour being almost twice that for The World of Music, the

conclusion is that The World of Music, book 1, is not only a

better book as evaluated by the writer, but is of better quality

throughout.

The median for book two in The Music Hour for all three

items in all cases except one is lower than that for The World

of Music, the mean being consistently lower.

The scores range from 60 to 70, showing considerable

agreement but the standard deviation shows more than fifty per

cent spread in The Music Hour than in The World of Music.

In book 3, The World of Music appears to be about ten

points higher in evaluation by the writer than The Music Hour.

Again, the standard deviation shows fifty per cent more scatter

which shows superiority for The World of Music as evaluated by

the writer.

Book 4 appears to be the most unsatisfactory bDok in The

Music Hour; however, The World of Music continues to be rated
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in the usual 60's. And again, the standard deviation shows

twice the spread of scores for The Music Hour.

Book 5 appears to be the best book in The Music Hour.

The scores are consistently in the 60's and the central

tendency of the quality compares favorably with that of The

World of Music. However, the low standard deviation for The

World of Music shows that the quantity of the material of

evaluation in the 60's is by far greater than that for The

Music Hour.

Summary.--The World of Music is almost consistently

better as evaluated than The Music Hour as far as the music,

the text, and the combination of music and text, in each song

is concerned. The average mean, median, and standard deviation

for each series is shown in Table 7. It can be seen that the

average mean and median for The World of Music is higher than

that for The Music Hour. The difference ranges from 9, 11, and

9 for the average mean for the music, text, ana combination in

favor of The World of Music; from 8, 11, and 9 for the average

median of the same items again in favor of The World of Music.

The standard deviation ranges eleven points for music, ten

points for text, and twelve points for the combination of music

and text.

These figures reveal a superiority in favor of The World

of Music. The data, however, still stand as but only an appli-

cation of scientific method to the subjective evaluation or

the writer.
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TABLzJ 7

AVERAGE MEAN, AVERAGE MEDIAN, AND AVERAGE STANDARD
DEVIATION FOR EACH EVALUATION OF THE SERIES

OF THE MUSIC HOUR AND THE WORLD OF
MWtiIC

Item Average Average Average
Mean Median Standara

Deviation

M W M W M W

Music 5b 64 b8 66 11

Text 57 68 60 71 18 8

Combina tion 5b b4 57 66 i& .L1

Table 8 shows the divisional ratings, according to the

definitions of the letters given on page 37 of this bstuay.

Reading the table across, one can compare the divisional rating

of the music, the text, ana the combination of the music and

the text of each book of the two series.

In both series it will be seen that by far the larger

number of songs were given a B rating. There is consiaeraole

difference in the comparison of the two series, book oy book

in the A r-.ting. On the whole, The Music Hour songs given A

rating were more in number than those in The World o1t_ Music.

In other words, there are more A songs in The Music Hour, but

fewer B songs.

The ratings of C, D, ana NG reveal a decided favor for

The Worla of Music.

In summarizing this interpretation of the cata in Table 8

the writer believes there is justification in saying that The
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TABLE 8

NUMBER OF SONGS IN EVALUATION DIVISIONS
FOR EACH BOOK OF THE MUSIC HOUR

AID THE WORLD OF MUSIC

Basis R A T I N G

of A B C NG
Evaluation

M W-L- M W m W M w M w

Book One

Music 6 9 10 40 10 6 6.
Text 6 .;4 11 40 11 **..1
Combination 6 9 10 39 12 4

Book Two

Music 12 11 14 35 8 5 6
Text 13 6 19 44 5 1 6
Combination 11 10 14 37 V 4

Book Three

Music 15 11 21 37 14 14 , 7
Text 15 8 61 52 14 4 312 07Combination 18 1. 20 38 [5 6  4 p,, 4

Book Four

Music 12 7 14 46 17 8 6
Text 10 5 Ll 51 14j 5 e4
Combination 11 7 12 46 1 8 8 ...

Book Five

Music 16 10 42 43 16 4 4
Text 17 7 ol 47 8 5 2
Combination 16 10 2O 43 17 4 4

World of Music again appears to be evaluated higher. The bulk or

the songs rate A and B in The World of Music is greater than that
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for The Music Hour. The Music Hour contains more songs of

C, D, and NG rating. In fact, no songs are rated D or NG

in The World of' Music. This interpretation of the data

supports the results of the statistical treatment which re-

vealed the standard deviation for the data in Tables 6 and 7

to be decidedly in favor of The World of' Music.

Step Two--Books

Content.--It is thought that excellence of the materials

has been the publishers' intentions. On the whole each book

of the two series seems to be of A-B rating in music. The

World of Music was consistently rated higher in text and com-

bination of music and text. Both series seem to be acceptable

for children. The writer believes that boys and girls would

choose The World of Music rather than The Music Hour if given

a choice. Both publishers seem to have intentionally provided

a variety of materials. The World of Music contains more folk

songs per volume than does The Music Hour, but it also provides

an adequate supply of children's classics, art songs, ana songs

by masters and contemporaries. Both series lend themselves to

the use of supplementary books.

Organization.--Singing activities are stressed in both

books. The Music Hour makes for provision of rhythmic activities

in the books while The World of Music meets this situation by

putting this music in a separate book to be used by the teacher

and not by the children. Both books approach the problems

appropriate to the book through the rote-note processes. The



two books are practically ioaentical in the problems they pre-

sent for each grade in which the books are used, and the se-

quence is held about the same. The World of Music has been

intended to fit into different schemes of music teaching, but

The Music Hour is so constructed that in the writer's opinion,

much of its value would be lost if any method was used other

than the one upon which it is built.

Correlation.--The Worl of Music appears to the writer

to lend itself better to correlation ana integration than does

The Music Hour.

Pedagogical suggestions.--The Music Hour has isolata

problems met in song material printed at-convenient places on

the page in order that the teacher direct ttae children's atten-

tion to them. The Worla of Music does not have this feature.

On the other hand, both series have analytical tables of content,

classified, so that the teacher might more easily obtain sugges-

tions from them. In The Music Hour, a printed piano keyboard

appears on the inside back cover in contrast to "signs or Ex-

pression" and "Terms of Expression" in The World of Music.

Book five or The Music Hour contains a page of "Questions for

Thought and Discussion."

Step Three--Series

General criteria.--The quality and appropriateness of the

musical content seems to be of A-B rating in both books; however,

The World of Music was consistently rate higher. -uality ana

appropriateness of the text also fell within the A-B rating witn
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The World of Music above The Music Hour. Both series make

use of the color green for the covers, and illustrate them

with pictures which would seem to be of interest to the cnila.

Illustn-ations, pictures, and photographs, both in color ana in

black and white are used very effectively by both series. The

quality of paper ana the binding seem to be identical in the

two series. The pedagogical plan offered is practically

identical. Both series have developed their plans so that no

new material is introduced until the children's aevelopment

makes it appropriate to their needs; then it progresses in a

gradual, logical sequence.

The qualifications, experience, and professional back-

ground of the authors would certainly be some indication or

the value of the series. The authors of the series are prominnt

both in the field of music and that of education. Osbourne

McConathy, co-author of The Music Hour has been active in the

field of public school music since 1896. He received a Doctor

of Music degree from the American Conservatory of Music, Chicago,

in 1937. He was president of the music section of the National

Education Association for three terms, president of the Music

Educator's National Conference, the Illinois State Music Teach-

ers' Association, music director of the Louisville annual music

festivals from 1900 to 1903, ana associate conductor of the

North Shore Music Festivals from 1914 to 1925. He is co-author

of sixteen other books, and editor of The School Songbook.

W. Otto Miessner, active in this field since 1900, is

well known as a composer and inventor, having invented several



musical instruments. He holds an honorary doctors degree

from the Cincinnati Conoervabory, and a Doctor of Music degree

from the Chicago Music College.

Edward Bailey Birge holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from

Brown University and a Bachelor of Music degree from Yale.

He is also prominent in the field of public school music,

being chairman of the editorial board for the Music Educators

Journal. He is the author of History of Public school Music

in the United States.

Mabelle Glenn 1 the co-author of Music Appreciation

for Every Child, ana Psychology of School Music Teaching. 6ho

has compilua, with Virginia French ana Alfreu Spouse, several

song books for use in the schoolroom. She holaj a Bachelor

of Music degree from Monmouth College Conservatory ana LA

honorary Doctor of Music degree from the Chicago Musical

College.

Victor L. F. Rebmann wao supervisor of music in Yonkers,

New York, from 1919 until 199, and is now head of the music

department in Ithaca College, Ithaca, New York. He is an ex-

presiaent of the Eastern Music Supervisors' Conference and a

member of the Board of Directors of the National Supervisors'

Conference.

C. Valentine Kirby, art editor or The World of Music

Series, holds a doctor's degree from Franklin and Marshall

College and a Doctor of Fine Arts degree from Lebanon College.

He is the author of The Business of Teach and Supervis
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the Arts and co-author of Graded Art Textbooks and Art Educa-

tion in Principle and Practice.

Mabel E. Bray, also co-author of The Music Hour, is the

Director of Music, New Jersey State Teachers College, located

at Trenton, New Jersey. No information was found by the writer

concerning Shirley E. Kite, art editor of The Music Hour.

Helen S. Leavitt, co-author of The World of Music, holds

the position of Instructor in Music at Boston University and

the Wheel-lock School at Boston, Massachusetts. Earl L. Baker,

also co-author of The World of Music, is a former director of

the Public School Music Department at Lawrence College, Apple-

ton, Wisconsin.

The copyright date of The Music Hour and The World of

Music respectively is 1927 and 1936.

The "front material" of both The Music Hour and The World

of Music is set up in much the same manner. Both would appeal

to children in about the same degree.

Specific criteria.--In both the text-series considered

in this study, the writer has found, in the light of the

criteria used, an example of what a good music text-book

should look like. Both series provide books that are easily

handled by the children, but which are large enough to permit

adequate display of music and text. The illustrations, pic-

tures, and photographs are colorful and suited to the level of

the child for whom the book is intended. The binding is

attractive but substantial enough to withstand handling by
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children. A smooth toned white paper is used with strong black

type which makes for easy and attractive reading for the child.

Phrasewise printing of the song material for the earlier grades

also makes for ease in reading. The pictures, decorations, and

photographs found in each book form a vital and integral part

of the educational plan in that they are related to the music

and text, and as such, provide excellent teaching opportunities.



CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Technique

The technique used by the writer appears to be a valid

one if used by individuals or groups who in turn will use the

results for their own benefit. The technique, while tedious

and lengthy, could serve all who would make an evaluation of

these or other series for their own delectation. The writer

believes the sampling could be shortened and the data made

just as reliable if proper statistical treatment is made of

the data, probably the application of the Brown-Spearman

formulae. The outcome of the writers investigation sums up

in this statement as far as the technique is concerned: it is

far better to attempt to set up a critique and measuring stick

upon which one may base opinions rather than depend upon general

impressions, biased opinions, or hand-me-down dogma accepted

from others who might pose as expert advisers in matters re-

garding music text-series adoption. The technique followed by

the writer in this study revealed the ramifications involved

in the appraisal of text-series, and it is possible to recommend

that all who would evaluate text-series be exposed to the same

or identical line of thinking so that their decisions might be

based upon the data secured from the application of the scientific

method.

67
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Analysis of the Two Series

The World of Music is consistently better than The Music

Hour so far as the music, the text, and the combination of

the music and the text are concerned. The two series have

much in common on items in the criteria of steps one, two,

and three, which elude objective weighting, but which in the

writers opinion are better in The World of Music. It seems

as if Ginn and Company has taken all the good points of The

Music Hour and improved upon them; thus making every item of

higher rating. With the techniques used, the writer evaluated

The World of Music higher than The Music Hour.

Needed Research

There is much need for research in the field of text-

series and material evaluations. If a statistical formula

could be devised which, when applied to raw data of scoring,

would result in a valid and reliable measure, the whole matter

of evaluation would be greatly simplified.

Regardless of the diversity of the component elements

which make up the whole of good music text-series, they could

be discovered by proper sampling on a nation-wide scale. If

the majority were to rule, teachers might well be interviewed

by some objective means so that their opinions might be obtained.

If expert opinion were to be relied upon, then some standards

should be evolved from judges decisions. Surely the boys and

girls who are recipients of the music instruction could throw

some light on the matters.
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The writer's mind is not closed on the matter of evalua-

tion or of the relative merits of the two series. Additional

research along the lines mentioned is needed.
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